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1 Introduction

Modelling and analysis enable designers to test whether design specifications are met. It is important to
be able to analyse a system at different levels - high level analysis in the early, conceptual stage when
only a few design details are known, and more detailed towards the end of the design process. The use
of prototype models significantly shortens the design time and reduces the cost of design. It further
provides the designer with immediate feedback on design decisions, which, in turn, promises a more
comprehensive exploration of design alternatives and a better performing final design.

For design of mechatronic systems it is essential to make useof simple prototype models with a
few degrees of freedom that capture only the relevant systemdynamics. In this tutorial an approach
will be outlined to obtain so-calledprototype modelsof the mechanical part of a mechatronic system.
The applied techniques are taken from a more generalmultibody system approach[7, 8], which is a
well-suited method to model the dynamic behaviour of the mechanical (sub)systems. In this approach
the mechanical components are considered as rigid bodies that interact with each other through a variety
of connections such as hinges and flexible coupling elementslike trusses and beams (see figure 1.1). A
mathematical description of these models is represented bythe equations of motion in terms of the sys-
tem’s degrees of freedom (the Lagrange equations [6]) derived from the multibody systems approach).

Figure 1.1: Flexible multibody system.

For control synthesis a control engineering based system representation is required. State space
formulations are well suited to deal with both Single Input Single Output (SISO) systems as well as
with more complicated Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems. Linearization of the equa-
tions of motion is a well-known technique to obtain the statespace matrices of a linearized state-space
formulation for flexible multibody systems [1, 9].

A finite element based modelling approach is presented in which a multibody system is modelled
as an assembly of rigid body elements interconnected by joint elements such as hinges and flexible
elements like trusses and beams. For each element a fixed number of discrete deformation modes is
defined that are invariant for rigid body movements of the element. This considerably reduces the
number of elements necessary to obtain a sufficiently accurate model which makes the analysis fast and
effective. The method is applicable for flexible multibody systems as well as for flexible structures in
which the system members experience only small displacement motions and elastic deformations with
respect to an equilibrium position. A software package called SPACAR based on this finite element
approach is used for dynamic analysis and simulation of flexible multibody systems [7], which has an
interface to MATLAB [11]. Subsequently all MATLAB tools for the analysis of (linear) systems are

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

available including graphical means like Bode plots ands-plane representations.
Typically for the design of mechatronic systems, the analyses mentioned above, consist of:

• Kinematics

• Natural frequencies and mode shapes

• State space input output formulations

• Static stability (buckling)

• Simulation of the dynamic behaviour

If one considers the following phases in mechatronic systemdesign (not all in chronological order, some
are executed in parallel):

• Conceptual design,

• Dimensioning the concepts,

• Computer aided prototyping,

• Final design (fine tuning),

then almost in each phase the dynamics play an important roleand therefore modelling the dynamics is
of great importance. However, the different phases demand each a more specific analysis type. In the
conceptual phase the kinematics are of importance. In this phase it is important to restrict the number of
degrees of freedom of the bodies of the concept to the view desired ones, by applying proper constraints.
Most of the time the constraints are expressed in terms of stiffness. Thinking in terms of degrees of
freedom is crucial in this phase and well supported by the underlying modelling method. Especially
in the second phase the dynamics play a more dominant role. Mode-shape analysis and analysis of
the (MIMO) tranfer functions by state space formulations are crucial and also well supported by the
modelling method. Computer models are very suitable for thecomputer aided prototyping if these
models are adequate in the sense of incorporating the relevant dynamics but still fast in simulation and
easy to change. In the final design phase much more methods andcomputer tools are needed then the
one described here (i.e. ANSYS), although it is still of value in this phase for analysis of buckling and
non-linear behaviour.

1.1 Example system

Application of the multibody system approach is illustrated through a detailed model development of an
example system, which consists of a one degree of freedom (1-DOF) support mechanism with elastic
leaf springs as shown in figure 1.2. The bar on the top has to be positioned horizontally. The support
consisting of two leaf springs should confine all other degrees of freedom. Both springs are fixed at the
bottom (clamped support). One spring is cut partly to obtainthe correct number of degrees of freedom
[10, Fig. i4.22]. The cylinder on the right represents a voice coil motor (VCM) that drives the motion of
the system. Table 1.1 summarises the dimensions and mechanical properties of the system.

This system will be analysed with an increasing degree of complexity. In the first and most simplest
model only a single mass and spring will be considered. This system will be modelled in two distinct
ways and the concepts ofcoordinatesanddeformationsas used throughout all analyses will be intro-
duced. Next the bending of the leaf springs will be modelled more accurately with a two-dimensional
model. Finally a three-dimensional model will be presented. Even such three-dimensional models can
be created easily using only a few number of elements types. As the focus remains on the modelling
of only the relevant dynamics, insight is obtained into the relations between component properties and
dominant system behaviour.
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Figure 1.2: Example system driven by a voice coil motor.

Solid bar
density ρb 7690 kg/m3

dimensions lb × wb × hb 0.1 × 0.02 × 0.013 m3

volume Vb = lbwbhb 2.6 · 10−5 m3

mass mb = ρbVb 0.2 kg
Voice coil motor (VCM)

moving mass mm 0.006 kg
Support leaf springs

density ρs 7850 kg/m3

Young’s Modulus Es 210 GPa
Shear Modulus Gs 80 GPa
length ls 1.0 · 10−1 m
width ws 1.8 · 10−2 m
thickness ts 5.0 · 10−4 m
cross-sectional area As = wsts 9.0 · 10−6 m2

second moment of inertia Is = 1
12wst

3
s 1.88 · 10−13 m4

mass per unit length ml,s = ρsAs 0.07065 kg/m

Table 1.1: Dimensions and mechanical properties of the system in figure 1.2.

1.2 SPACAR

In all models theSPACAR software package is applied, which is a toolbox to be used in MATLAB .
Appendix A provides download and installation instructions and an overview ofSPACAR commands.
For each system model aSPACAR input file is required that describes the system. Typicalkeywords
for this description are introduced when they are needed foran analysis. In this tutorial the input files
are split into parts that are explained one after each other.For a better overview of the complete input
files and to redo the analyses, the reader is strongly advisedto download the input files as mentioned in
Appendix A. The most relevantSPACARkeywords are summarised in Appendix B.

It is essential to recognise that systems are defined inSPACAR by means of a number offinite ele-
mentsinterconnected in either two or three dimensions. Each element hasnodal points. Translational
androtational nodal points are distinguished of which thecoordinatesdescribe thepositionandorien-
tation, respectively, of the element with respect to a fixed global coordinate frame.

A very important property of the elements are thedeformation modes. These deformations express
the change of the “shape” of the element with respect to some undeformed initial “shape”. Formally,
the deformations play a role in the mathematical relation between the nodal coordinates of the element.
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E.g. an elongation of an element will result in a larger distance between translational nodal points. For
each element a fixed number of independent (discrete) deformation modes are defined as functions of
the nodal coordinates.

The (finite) elements, the keywords used to define them, and the element properties are introduced
in this tutorial when they are used in an example. We will introduce so-calledtrussandbeamelements.
For a more detailed introduction and description, the reader is referred elsewhere [3, 8].



2 Mass-spring model

In this first analysis we will model the system of figure 1.2 as asimple one degree-of-freedom mass-
spring system, figure 2.1. The voice coil motor gives rise to the input forceF that positions the mass in a
single direction denoted by coordinatex. The stator part of the voice coil is mounted on the support col-
umn which is assumed to be rigid and clamped at the bottom. Allmass is lumped in a single equivalent
massmeq and the equivalent stiffnesskeq represents the elastic components in actuation direction.

keq

meq

F

x, v

S
u

p
p

o
rt

co
lu

m
n

Figure 2.1: Simple 1-DOF mass-spring system.

Using straightforward analysis techniques [2] the input-output relation between the input forceF
and the positionx of the mass can be obtained. A state vector can be defined consisting of the single
degree of freedom, the positionx, and its time-derivative, the velocityv. Then we can define the system
input u, system outputy and state vectorx to be

u = F, y = x, x =

[

x
v

]

. (2.1)

As

ẋ = v ,

v̇ =
1

m
(F − keq x) ,

(2.2)

the state space equations can be written as

ẋ =

[

0 1

− keq

meq
0

]

x +

[

0
1

meq

]

u ,

y =
[

1 0
]

x +
[

0
]

u ,

(2.3)

or in the short hand notation

ẋ = Ax + Bu ,

y = Cx + Du ,
(2.4)

5



6 CHAPTER 2. MASS-SPRING MODEL

whereA, B, C andD are the system, input, output and direct feedthrough matrices, respectively.
Alternatively, the input output relation can be expressed by means of a transfer function

G(s) =
x

F
=

1

meq s2 + keq
. (2.5)

In either representation numerical values for the massmeq and stiffnesskeq need to be substituted in
order to carry out a numerical analysis. The massmeq should account for all mass that is translating
in thex direction, so e.g. including the moving parts of the VCM. Theequivalent bending stiffness of
either leaf spring equals

k1 = k2 =
12EsIs

l3s
=

Eswst
3
s

l3s
= 472.5 N/m. (2.6)

Note that the cuts in the right leave spring in figure 1.2 do notaffect the stiffness in the considered
bending direction.

2.1 First SPACARmodel: x degree-of freedom

The mass-spring system can be modelled as a one-dimensionalSPACARmodel. For that purpose we need
to identify elements and their coordinates and deformations as illustrated in figure 2.2. The numbers~1
and~2, so numbers with an arrow, indicate the two translational nodal points. The number in the circle

m1 is the single element needed in this model. To model the spring either atrussor abeamelement can
be used. The latter is more complicated and will be introduced later.

E A

m

F
y

x

1 2

1

Figure 2.2: Simple 1-DOF mass-spring system with one truss element and two translational
nodes.

Planar truss element ( PLTRUSS)
The truss element has two translational nodal points, in general denotedp andq as shown in figure 2.3.
In two dimensions each translational nodal point has two coordinates, so the truss element is described
with four coordinates:

x
(k)
truss =

[

xp

xq

]

= [xp, yp, xq, yq]T . (2.7)

The superscript in brackets is used to indicate the element numberk. For this element a single deforma-
tion modee1 is defined as the elongation and is written as

e
(k)
1 = l(k) − l

(k)
0 , (2.8)

where the actual length of the element is determined by the instantaneous distance between the nodesp
andq

l(k) =
√

(xp − xq)2 + (yp − yq)2, (2.9)

and the lengthl(k)
0 is some reference element length. For a rigid truss the length can not change and

the deformation parametere1 is zero. In that case equation (2.9) gives a relation betweenthe four
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Figure 2.3: Planar slider truss element.

coordinates, so then only three coordinates can be chosen independently. This is exactly the number of
degrees of freedom for the rigid truss element as it can translate in two directions and rotate in thexy-
plane. It will appear for all elements that the number of deformation parameters is equal to the number
of independent nodal coordinates minus the number of degrees of freedom of the rigid element.

A truss element can account for elasticity and/or damping inwhich case a normal force will appear
that is modelled by

σ
(k)
1 = S

(k)
1 e

(k)
1 + Sd,1ė

(k)
1 , (2.10)

with stiffnessS(k)
1 and damping coefficientSd,1. For an elastic beam the stiffness equals

S
(k)
1 =

E(k)A(k)

l
(k)
0

, (2.11)

where theaxial rigidity E(k)A(k) includes the Young’s ModulusE(k) and cross-sectional areaA(k).
Similarly, the damping coefficient can be written as

S
(k)
d,1 =

E
(k)
d A(k)

l
(k)
0

, (2.12)

where coefficientE(k)
d describes the damping properties of the material as will be outlined in more detail

following figure 2.4.

To analyse this system withSPACAR one has to create an input file.SPACAR input files always have
the extension or file type.dat , so in MATLAB such a file can e.g. be created by typing

>> edit pf1dtrx.dat

at the MATLAB command prompt. When the file does not exist, a new one can be created or else the
existing file will be opened. The complete input file can be downloaded, see Appendix A.

EachSPACAR input file consists of a number of sections in which specifickeywordsmay be used. In
these sections the system is defined by considering successively the kinematic properties, the dynamic
properties and finally the inputs and outputs. The sections will be described in that order.
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Kinematic section of the input file

The first section gives thekinematicdescription of the system. The system of figure 2.2 can be defined
with the following sequence of commands:

PLTRUSS 1 1 2

The keywordPLTRUSSdefines aplanar truss, i.e. a truss element in two dimensions. It is followed
by three integer numbers. The first number (1) indicates the element number. It should be taken care
of that each element has a unique number. The next numbers indicate the nodal point numbers. As the
truss element has two translational nodal points there are indeed two nodal points defined:1 and2.

X 1 0.0 0.0
X 2 0.1 0.0

TheseX keywords specify the initial Cartesian nodal positions. Each X is followed by one integer
number and two real numbers. The first number indicates the nodal point number. The real numbers are
the Cartesian nodal positions in thex andy directions, respectively. For the system in figure 2.2 nodal
point 1 is positioned in the origin and nodal point2 is positioned at0.1 m on the positivex-axis. Note
that in this model the reference lengthl

(k)
0 = 0.1 m of the truss element does not have a physical meaning

as there is no elongating elastic element in the real system (figure 1.2) and the truss only appears in the
simplified model (figure 2.2).

The kinematic description of the system is continued by discriminating the fixed and varying nodal
point coordinates and element deformation parameters.

FIX 1
FIX 2 2

To understand the meaning of these command, one first has to recognise that nodal point coordinates
are free unless defined otherwise. For translational nodes,the keywordFIX specifies which nodal
coordinates arefixedto the support. It is followed by one or two integers. The firstinteger indicates the
nodal point number. The (optional) second integer indicates the Cartesian coordinate direction that is
fixed. When no second number is specified all coordinate directions of the nodal point are fixed. So the
first FIX command implies that translational node1 is fixed in bothx andy directions. With the second
FIX command nodal point2 is fixed in they direction.

RLSE 1 1

In contrast, the element deformations are prescribed zero unless defined otherwise. TheRLSEcommand
defines areleaseddeformation parameter. It is followed by two integers. The first number indicates the
element number. The second number indicates the deformation parameter to be released. In this exam-
ple deformation parameter1 of element1 is released, which is the elongatione(1)

1 of the planar truss
elemtent representing the spring. Note that in combinationwith theFIX commands thex coordinate of
nodal point2 can indeed move freely.

The next crucial step is the specification of the degree(s) offreedom. The number of degrees of
freedomNDOFhas to be equal to

NDOF= NX− NXO− NEO, (2.13)

which is the number of nodal coordinatesNXminus the numbers ofabsoluteand relative constraints,
NXOandNEOrespectively. Absolute constraints are defined by means of theFIX commands. The rela-
tive constraints are the remaining unreleased element deformation parameters. Violating equation (2.13)
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is a frequent cause for an error generated bySPACAR. In the accompanying error message the names of
the variables are as in equation (2.13).

For the example of figure 2.2 there areNX = 2 × 2 = 4 nodal coordinates of whichNXO= 3
coordinates areFIX -ed. The single truss element has only one deformation parameter which is released,
so NEO= 0 relative constraints remain. ThenNDOF= 4 − 3 − 0 = 1 degree of freedom has to be
defined. One possibility is:

DYNX 2 1

The keywordDYNXdefines a so-calledabsolute degree of freedom. It is followed by two integer numbers
indicating nodal point number and coordinate number, respectively. In this example the first coordinate,
thex coordinate, of nodal point2 is chosen as degree of freedom.

END
HALT

The kinematic section of the input file has to be ended with thetwo keywordsENDandHALT.

Dynamic section of the input file

In the second section thedynamicproperties of the system are specified. For the system of figure 2.2 we
proceed with the following sequence of commands:

XM 2 0.206
EM 1 0.1413

The keywordXMspecifies alumpedmass attached at a nodal point. It is followed by one integer number
and one or more real numbers. The integer number indicates the nodal number. In this example only
one real parameter is needed (the second number) to specify the mass ([kg]) attached to the nodal point.
The meaning of additional real parameters is e.g. explainedin appendix B. The keywordEMspecifies
a distributedmass along an element. It is followed by one integer number which indicates the element
number and a real number to specify the mass per length ([kg/m]) of the element. In this example the
massmb of the solid bar and the moving massmm of the VCM are attached to nodal point2. The
element mass accounts for both leaf springs.

E A

Ed A

p q

Figure 2.4: Spring damper combination.

The next keywordsESTIFF andEDAMPare used to specify the element’s stiffness and damping
properties respectively. Essentially a spring damper combination as shown in figure 2.4 can be repre-
sented by combining both keywords as in:

ESTIFF 1 94.5
EDAMP 1 0.00365

The keywordESTIFF is used to specify the axial rigidityEA of the truss element that represents the
spring. It is followed by one integer number and one or more real numbers. The integer indicates the
element number. For the truss element only one real parameter is allowed that should be equal to the
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axial rigidity EA, whereE is the Young’s modulus andA the cross-sectional area of the truss. In the
case the elasticity is described by an equivalent longitudinal stiffnesskeq we recognise that

(EA)eq = keql0 = 94.5 N,

wherel0 is the reference length of the truss element and, in this example, the equivalent stiffness equals

keq = k1 + k2 = 945 N/m,

making use of the equivalent bending stiffness of both leaf springs described by equation 2.6.

keq

deq

meq

Figure 2.5: Lumped model for internal damping.

Similarly theEDAMPkeyword specifies the element’s internal viscous damping. The damping of the
spring leaves is not exactly known. For metals a typicalrelative dampingζ in the range of0.01 to 0.001
is expected. Then each spring leave can be modelled as the mass-spring-damper system of figure 2.5. For
this system the (equivalent) dampingdeq is related to the relative dampingζ, the (equivalent) stiffness
keq and (equivalent) massmeq as

deq = 2ζ
√

keqmeq . (2.14)

In this tutorial the relative damping is taken:ζ = 0.005. For the truss, an equivalent damping for the
two leaf springs can be calculated

deq = 2 · 0.005 ·
√

945 · 0.01413 = 0.0365 Ns/m. (2.15)

Multiplication with reference lengthl0 gives the parameter of theEDAMPkeyword

(EdA)eq = deql0 = 0.00365 Ns.

XF 2 1. 0.

The keywordXF is used to specify external static forces. For a planar system the keywordXF is followed
by one integer number and two real numbers. The integer number represents the node number. The real
numbers indicate the force components inx- andy-direction applied at a translational node. For the
system in figure 2.1 a horizontal force with a magnitude of1 N is applied at node 2 in the positive
x-direction.

END
HALT

The dynamic section of the input file has to be ended with the two keywordsENDandHALT.

Input-output section of the input file

The third section gives the description of theinputsandoutputsof the system. For the system of fig-
ure 2.2 we use the following sequence of commands:
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INPUTF 1 2 1
OUTX 1 2 1

The keywordsINPUTF andOUTXdefine a single input forceF and a single output coordinateX, re-
spectively. Both keywords are followed by three integer numbers. The first number indicates the input
or output number that corresponds with its position in the input vectoru or output vectory respectively.
The inputs and outputs of a system should be numbered consistently, i.e. no numbers should be skipped
or used more than once. The second and third integers indicate the nodal point number and the corre-
sponding Cartesian nodal coordinate. So theOUTXkeyword defines thex coordinate of nodal point2 to
be the first (and only) component of the output vectory. Similarly the force on this point is the first (and
only) component of the input vectoru. The third number1 indicates that the component of the force in
thex direction is considered.

END
END

The final section of the input file has to be ended using twice the keywordEND.

SPACAR results

The goal of a typicalSPACAR analysis could be a static analysis and the computation of the natural
frequencies of the system. For this purpose mode 7 is well-suited. It is executed from the MATLAB

command prompt

>> spacar(7,’pf1dtrx’)

The output of this command is a MATLAB plot window that shows the system in its equilibrium
configuration, where a green line indicates the truss element. The generatedlog file pf1dtrx.log
is a plain text file in which the processing of the input file andsome of the analysis results can be
read. It is advisable to read this file always after aSPACAR run to check for any unexpected messages
that can indicate mistakes in the input file. Data is written to the binary filespf1dtrx.sbd and
pf1dtrx.sbm . Immediately after theSPACAR run, the variables stored in these files are also available
in MATLAB . We can check the actual horizontal position of node 2 with the command:

>> x(lnp(2,1))
ans =

0.1011

Location matrixlnp(i,j) denotes the location of thejth coordinate, or associated force component,
of nodei, see Appendix A. The normal force in the truss element is obtained by:

>> sig(le(1,1))
ans =

1.0000

Location matrixle(i,j) denotes the location of thejth deformation, or associated stress resultant
component, of elementi, see Appendix A.

We can e.g. check the mass and stiffness “felt” by the degree of freedom that we defined:

>> m0
m0 = 0.2107

>> k0
k0 = 945
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From these values the natural frequency (in Hz) follows as:

>> sqrt(eig(k0,m0))/2/pi
ans =

10.6584

With mode 9 the state space matrices can be computed

>> spacar(9,’pf1dtrx’)

As a result of this run an additional data filepf1dtrx.ltv is written in which the matricesA, B, C,
andD are stored. These are not immediately available in MATLAB , but can be read with thegetss
command:

>> getss(’pf1dtrx’)

a =
x1 x2

x1 0 1
x2 -4485 -0.1732

b =
u1

x1 0
x2 4.746

c =
x1 x2

y1 1 0

d =
u1

y1 0

Continuous-time model.

Note that in this (unmodified) MATLAB output the variablesa, b, c andd denote the state space matrices
A, B, C andD as in equation (2.4) with a small extra term due to the damping. Also the names for the
statesx1 andx2 , the inputu1 and outputy1 are generated by MATLAB .

The state space representation can be easily transformed into a transfer function (equation (2.5))
using MATLAB ’s tf command:

>> G=tf(getss(’pf1dtrx’))

Transfer function:
4.746

---------------------
sˆ2 + 0.1732 s + 4485

>> bode(G)

where the latter command is used to create the Bode plot in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Bode plot of the 1-DOF mass-spring system.

2.2 Second SPACARmodel: e degree-of freedom

As was mentioned in the previous section, the selection of the degree of freedom is not unique. Another
possibility is to define the deformation parametere1of the truss element, the elongation, as the degree of
freedom. This can be done by copying the previous input filepf1dtrx.dat to pf1dtre.dat and
replacing the kinematic part of the input file with

PLTRUSS 1 1 2

X 1 0.0 0.0
X 2 0.1 0.0

FIX 1
FIX 2 2

DYNE 1 1

END
HALT

The only difference with the previous input file is the use of the keywordDYNEthat defines arelative
degree of freedom. It is followed by two integer numbers. Thefirst number indicates the element number
and the second number indicates the element’s deformation parameter. As the truss element number1
has only one deformation parameter, this is the only relative degree of freedom that can be chosen. Note
that theRLSEcommand should not be used to release the deformation when itis defined as relative
degree of freedom (DYNE). The rest of the input file is unaltered and it can be used for similar SPACAR

analyses as in the previous section.
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3 Two-dimensional model

Next, a more complicated model will be described in which thebending of the leaf springs will be
modelled more accurately using a so-called planar beam element. Figure 3.1 shows a planar frame
model of the example system of figure 1.2. It is modelled usingthree beam elements. The solid bar is

modelled by a rigid beam elementm2 . Both support leaf springs are modelled with the flexible beam

elements m1 and m3 as will be explained in more detail below.

mb, lb

F

y

x

1 2

1 3

2

7 8

3 4 5 6

ms, Es, ls

Figure 3.1: Planar frame model with elastic beams.

Like the truss element on either side of a beam a translational node is attached. In figure 3.1 the
nodes 1, 3, 5 and 7 represent these translational nodes, where nodes 3 and 5 are common nodes between
two beams to indicate that these nodes are shared. In addition, the nodes 2, 4, 6 and 8 indicaterotational
nodes. These are of importance in the description of the bending deformations of the flexible beam
elements. Note that also the rotational nodes 4 and 6 are common between the two beams on either side.
Sharing a translational node between two or more beams implies that these beams are connected to each
other in that point, but they can still rotate relative to each other. If these beams also share a rotational
node, then relative rotations are no longer possible and thebeams are completely fixed.

Planar beam element ( PLBEAM)
The configuration of the beam element is described by the position vectorsxp andxq of the end nodesp
andq and the angular orientation of orthonormal triads rigidly attached to the element nodes, as shown
in figure 3.2. The rotation part of the motion of the beam element is described by the rotation of the
triads which are described by planar rotation matricesRp andRq, defined by

Rp ≡
[

cos φp − sin φp

sin φp cos φp

]

and Rq ≡
[

cos φq − sin φq

sin φq cos φq

]

. (3.1)

As nodal coordinates for the beam element we have four Cartesian coordinates(xp, yp), (xq, yq) de-
scribing the position of the beam in the(x, y)-coordinate system and two rotation anglesφp andφq

representing the angular orientation of the triads(Rpnx,Rpny) and (Rqnx,Rqny) at the nodesp

15
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Figure 3.2: Planar flexible beam element.

andq respectively. Hence the vector of nodal coordinates is given by

x
(k)
beam =









xp

φp

xq

φq









= [xp, yp, φp, xq, yq, φq]T , (3.2)

wherexp,xq andφp, φq are the translational and rotational nodal points respectively. In the undeflected
state the vectorsRpnx andRqnx are directed along the beam axispq and the vectorsRpny andRqny

are perpendicular to the beam axis.

p

q

l(k)
Rpny

Rqny

e
(k)
2

e
(k)
3

Figure 3.3: Visualisation of bending deformationse
(k)
2 ande

(k)
3 of the planar beam element.

In addition to the deformatione(k)
1 representing the elongation of the element, two deformation

parameterse(k)
2 ande

(k)
3 , associated with the flexible deformation of the beam element, can be defined:

elongation: e
(k)
1 = l(k) − l

(k)
0 , (3.3)

bending: e
(k)
2 = −(Rpny, l

(k)), (3.4)

e
(k)
3 = (Rqny, l

(k)), (3.5)

whereny = [ 0 , 1 ]T and the vectorl(k) is defined by

l(k) ≡ xq − xp = [(xq − xp), (yq − yp)]T . (3.6)
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The geometric meaning of the bending deformationse
(k)
2 ande

(k)
3 is visualised in figure 3.3.

Note that the deformations are independent for rigid body movements of the element. Furthermore,
they have a clear physical meaning. If the deformations remain sufficiently small, then in the elastic
range they are linearly related to known beam quantities as normal force (σ(k)

1 ) and bending moments

(σ(k)
2 l(k), σ

(k)
3 l(k)) by the element stiffness equations:









σ
(k)
1

σ
(k)
2

σ
(k)
3









=











E(k)A(k)

l(k) 0 0

0 4E(k)I(k)

(l(k))3
−2E(k)I(k)

(l(k))3

0 −2E(k)I(k)

(l(k))3
4E(k)I(k)

(l(k))3



















e
(k)
1

e
(k)
2

e
(k)
3









, (3.7)

whereE(k) is the modulus of elasticity,A(k) the cross section area andI(k) the second moment of
inertia. In figure 3.4 the stress resultant components are visualised.

σ
(k)
1

σ
(k)
2 l(k) σ

(k)
3 l(k)

l(k)

e
(k)
2 /l(k) e

(k)
3 /l(k)

Figure 3.4: Normal force and bending moments of the planar beam element.

3.1 One degree of freedom model

Kinematic section of the input file

Before describing theSPACAR input file for the planar frame model in figure 3.1, the computation of
the number of degrees of freedom according to equation (2.13) is evaluated. The figure shows that there
are in total four translational nodes (1, 3, 5, 7) with two coordinates each and four rotational nodes (2,
4, 6, 8) with one coordinate each. So in total there areNX = 12 coordinates. The two translational
nodes1 and7 and the rotational nodes2 and8 are clamped, so the number of absolute constraints is
NXO= 6. The three beams each have three deformation parameters, sothere areNE= 9 deformations.
If one degree of freedom (NDOF= 1) is desired, then according to equation (2.13) the number ofrelative
constraintsNEO= 5. This is realised by prescribing the longitudinal deformation of beams 1 and 3 and
all deformations of beam 2 equal to zero.

In this example the horizontal position of translational node3 is chosen as degree of freedom. Then
the following commands for the kinematic section of the input file can be used:

PLBEAM 1 1 2 3 4
PLBEAM 2 3 4 5 6
PLBEAM 3 5 6 7 8

EachPLBEAMkeyword defines a planar beam. It is followed by five integers.The first indicates the
element number. Next the translational nodal point number and the rotational nodal point number of end
nodep are specified. Finally these nodal point numbers for the end nodeq are given. Note that the only
way to distinguish between a translational and rotational nodal point number arises from its (implicit)
definition as part of the element definition. Note also that the keywordPLRBEAMdefines a planarrigid
beam and may be used for the solid bar. This element is described in theSPACARmanual [3].
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X 1 0.0 0.0
X 3 0.0 0.1
X 5 0.1 0.1
X 7 0.1 0.0

The initial positions of the translational nodes are definedwith four X keywords.

FIX 1
FIX 2
FIX 7
FIX 8

The fourFIX keywords impose theNXO= 6 constraints for the clamped nodes.

RLSE 1 2 3
RLSE 3 2 3

The four bending modes (e
(1)
2 , e(1)

3 , e(3)
2 , ande

(3)
3 ) of the beams representing the leaf springs are released

with two RLSEkeywords. As shown in this example more deformations of an element can be released
with a singleRLSEkeyword.

DYNX 3 1

Finally the degree of freedom is specified and the kinematic section of the input file is concluded:

END
HALT

Dynamic section of the input file

For a dynamic analysis thedistributedinertia of the solid bar m2 has to be modelled. The simplest way
to accomplish this is by means of a lumped mass representation. In this idealisation rigid bodies with
equivalent mass and rotational inertia properties are attached to the end nodes of the element. Three
conditions have to be satisfied to obtain the equivalent masses and rotational inertias [13]:

1. The mass of the element should be equal to the sum of the lumped masses.

2. The center of mass of the element and that of the discrete mass model should coincide.

3. The rotational inertia of the element and that of the lumped system should be equal.

For the solid bar in the left graph of figure 3.5 with massm and lengthl the rotational inertia relative to
the centre of massc equalsJc = 1

12ml2. The equivalent lumped masses and rotational inertias are then
shown in the right graph and can be written as

Solid bar

l

c

m
Jc =

1

12
ml2

Discrete mass model

p q

mp
= m/2

Jp
= −

1

12
ml2

mq
= m/2

Jq
= −

1

12
ml2

Figure 3.5: Solid bar and equivalent lumped mass system.
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mp = mq =
1

2
m, (3.8)

and

Jp = Jq = − 1

12
ml2. (3.9)

In theSPACAR input file the lumped masses are defined with the following commands:

XM 3 0.103
XM 4 -0.0001716
XM 5 0.103
XM 6 -0.0001716

For the translational nodes3 and5 the definition of the (lumped) mass with theXMkeyword is as before.
For the rotational nodes the rotational inertia is given. Note that in this example the solid bar, element
2, experiences a translation only and hence the rotational inertia will not affect the analysis.

The inertia properties of theflexiblebeams representing the leave springs are defined in terms of a
distributed mass using the commands:

EM 1 0.07065
EM 3 0.07065

As before, the keywordEMis followed by one integer number and one real number. The integer number
indicates the element number. The real number represents the mass per length ([kg/m]).

ESTIFF 1 1890000. 0.039375
ESTIFF 3 1890000. 0.039375

EDAMP 1 0.3654 0.0000053
EDAMP 3 0.3654 0.0000053

TheESTIFF andEDAMPdefine stiffness and damping. For the planar beam element tworeal parameters
are specified. The first real parameter represents the axial rigidity EA, whereE is the modulus of
elasticity andA is the cross-sectional area of the bean. The second real parameter represents the flexural
rigidity EI, whereI is the second moment of inertia of the cross-section with respect to the neutral axis.
For the leaf springs this moment of inertia equals

Is =
wst

3
s

12
= 1.88 · 10−13 m4,

as was used previously in equation 2.6.
The damping values can be calculated with equation 2.14. As was shown before, first the longitudinal

stiffnessEA/l0 is computed from the axial rigidityEA. This stiffness and the total mass of the spring
are substituted in equation 2.14 to obtain the damping whichis related to the required parameterEdA.
The procedure for the flexural rigidityEI is similar, except that the cube of the lengthl30 appears in the
expressions, e.g. to compute the bending stiffnessEI/l30 .

Note that when the longitudinal deformation is not releasedthe specifications for the longitudinal
stiffness and damping are of no account.

The dynamic part of the input file is concluded with:

END
HALT
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Input-output section of the input file

INPUTF 1 5 1
OUTX 1 3 1
OUTX 2 3 2
OUTX 3 5 1
OUTX 4 5 2
OUTX 5 4 1
OUTX 6 6 1

In addition to the desired position of nodal point 3 in thex-direction, five other translational and rota-
tional nodal coordinates are defined in the output vector.

END
END

Optional visualisation section of the input file

VISUALIZATION
VIBRATIONMODE 1
VIBREND 7.854
ENLARGEFACTOR 0.005

SPACAR reads up to the the last twoENDkeywords. Hereafter custom settings forSPAVISUAL can
be declared.SPAVISUAL reads all input afterVISUALIZATION . Explanation of the keywords can be
found in Appendix B.

SPACAR results for natural frequency and vibration mode

As with the one-dimensional model a mode 7 analysis can be executed to find the natural frequency of
the mechanism.

>> spacar(7,’pf2d’);
>> sqrt(eig(k0,m0))/2/pi

−0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Figure 3.6: First vibration mode of the two-dimensional model (10.6448 Hz).
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ans =
10.6448

The vibration mode is visualised usingSPAVISUAL, see figure 3.6.

>> spavisual(’pf2d’);

SPACAR results of a buckling analysis

By means of mode 8 a linear buckling analysis can be carried out for a static equilibrium configuration.
A buckling loadf i = λif0 is computed, whereλi is a critical loading parameter andf0 represents
a static reference loading vector of nodal forces. An external force component is applied adding the
command:

XF 3 0. -1.

to the previousSPACAR input file and saving it aspf2db.dat .
For the system in figure 3.1 a vertical force with a magnitude of 1 N is applied at node 3 in the

negativey-direction. A linear buckling analysis is executed using the MATLAB command prompt

>> spacar(8,’pf2db’)

Before the buckling analysis is executed, the equilibrium configuration is determined. The critical load-
ing parameterλ1 is computed using the command:

>> eig(-k0,g0)
ans =

78.7500

The buckling mode is visualised usingSPAVISUAL, in figure 3.7 this mode is shown.

−0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15
−0.05

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

Figure 3.7: First buckling mode of the two-dimensional model (f1 = 78.75 N).
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SPACAR results for a state space model

Next, the state space matrices are computed (reverting to the earlierpf3d.dat -file without the static
reference load):

>> spacar(9,’pf2d’);

Again, the matrices must be read from theltv -file with thegetss command (where small numbers in
the actualMATLAB output have been replaced by zeros for readability):

>> getss(’pf2d’)

a =
x1 x2

x1 0 1
x2 -4473 -0.6021

b =
u1

x1 0
x2 4.734

c =
x1 x2

y1 1 0
y2 0 0
y3 1 0
y4 0 0
y5 0 0
y6 0 0

d =
u1

y1 0
y2 0
y3 0
y4 0
y5 0
y6 0

Continuous-time model.

For each input - output combination a transfer function can be generated:

>> tf(getss(’pf2d’))

Transfer function from input to output...
4.734

#1: ---------------------
sˆ2 + 0.6021 s + 4473

#2: 0
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4.734
#3: ---------------------

sˆ2 + 0.6021 s + 4473

#4: 0

#5: 0

#6: 0

The Bode plot of the first transfer function can be found in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Bode plot of transfer from input to first output ofthe two-dimensional model.

3.2 Three degrees of freedom model

It is the responsibility of the user to select the proper degrees of freedom and release deformations.
Releasing all deformations of the two leaf springs results in two extra degrees of freedom as can be
calculated with equation (2.13):

NDOF= NX− NXO− NEO= 12 − 6 − 3 = 3. (3.10)

The coordinates of translational node 3 and the single coordinate of rotational node 4 are chosen as
dynamic degrees of freedom. The input file changes into

RLSE 1 1 2 3
RLSE 3 1 2 3

DYNX 3
DYNX 4

The extra degrees of freedom result in mass and stiffness matrices of dimension3 × 3 and a total of
three natural frequencies. The matrices are available in the MATLAB workspace as row vectors. With
MATLAB ’s reshape command they can be presented as square matrices:

>> reshape(k0,3,3)
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1.0e+007 *

0.0001 -0.0000 0.0000
-0.0000 3.7800 0.1890

0.0000 0.1890 0.0189

>> reshape(m0,3,3)

0.2112 0 0.0001
0 0.2112 0.0106

0.0001 0.0106 0.0007

The natural frequencies are:

>> sort(sqrt(eig(reshape(k0,3,3),reshape(m0,3,3)))/2 /pi)

1.0e+003 *

0.0106
2.1290
3.5851

In figure 3.9 the mode shapes of the second (2129 Hz) and third (3585 Hz) natural frequency are dis-
played. These natural frequencies are much higher than the first natural frequency, so in most cases the
1-DOF approximation of section 3.1 is justified.
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(a) Second natural frequency (2129 Hz).
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(b) Third natural frequency (3585 Hz).

Figure 3.9: Mode shapes of the second and third natural frequency.



4 Three-dimensional model

Finally, a three-dimensional model will be described in which the mass-spring system will be modelled
using spatial beam elements. Figure 4.1 shows a spatial frame model of the sample system of figure 1.2.
It is modelled using three spatial beam elements. The element numbers and the nodal numbers corre-
spond with the two-dimensional frame model in figure 3.1.

mb

F

z

y

1 2

1 3

2

7 8

3 4 5 6

ms, Es,

ls, As, Is

x

Figure 4.1: Spatial frame model with elastic beams.

Spatial beam element ( BEAM)
Figure 4.2 shows a spatial beam element in an(x, y, z) inertial coordinate system. The configuration of
the element is determined by the position vectorsxp andxq of the end nodes and the angular orientation
of orthogonal triads(nx′ ,ny′ ,nz′) rigidly attached to each end point. In the undeflected state the triads
coincide with the axispq and the principle axes of its cross section. The rotation part of the motion
of the (flexible) beam is described by the rotation of the triads (nx′ ,ny′ ,nz′) which are determined by
rotation matricesRp andRq. If the beam is rigid then the rotation matrices are identical and in the
initial undeflected state they are equal to the identity matrix.

The nodal coordinates for the spatial beam element consist of translational and rotational coordi-
nates. The six translational coordinates are from two position vectorsxp andxq describing the position
of the undeflected beam in the fixed inertial coordinate system. There are also six independent rotational
coordinates as the orientation of each rotational node in three dimensions is given by three independent
rotation coordinates collected in the vectorsλp andλq respectively. These coordinates describe the an-
gular orientation of the triads(nx′ ,ny′ ,nz′) at the nodesp andq. Hence the spatial beam has a total of
twelve nodal coordinates. As a rigid body the spatial beam has six degrees of freedom, so we can define
12 − 6 = 6 independent deformation parameters. In addition to the deformation mode coordinatee(k)

1

25
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Figure 4.2: Beam element, initial and deformed state.

representing the elongation, five deformation parameters can be defined for the beam element in terms
of the relative rotations at the end nodesp andq:

elongation: e
(k)
1 = l(k) − l

(k)
0 , (4.1)

torsion: e
(k)
2 =

1

2
l
(k)
0

[

(Rpnz′ ,R
qny′) − (Rpny′ ,Rqnz′)

]

, (4.2)

bending: e
(k)
3 = −(Rpnz′ , l

(k)), (4.3)

e
(k)
4 = (Rqnz′ , l

(k)), (4.4)

e
(k)
5 = (Rpny′ , l(k)), (4.5)

e
(k)
6 = −(Rqny′ , l(k)), (4.6)

where the vectorl(k) is defined as

l(k) = xq − xp = [ xq − xp , yq − yp , zq − zp ] . (4.7)

The geometric meaning of the bending deformationse
(k)
3 , e

(k)
4 , e

(k)
5 , ande

(k)
6 is visualised in Fig. 4.3.

Note that the deformations are invariant with respect to rigid body movements of the element.
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Figure 4.3: Visualisation of bending deformationse3, e4, e5, and e6 of the spatial beam
element.

In the description of the spatial beam it was mentioned that each rotational node is described by three
independent coordinates. However,SPACAR uses internally 4 orientational coordinates (called Euler
parameters denoted byλi) for each rotational node which are related by

∑3
i=0(λi)

2 = 1. From this
point of view each rotational node adds 4 nodal coordinates (instead of 3) toNXand one (extra) relative
constraint toNEO. Effectively, this does not affect the outcome of equation 2.13 forNDOFas bothNXand
NEOare incremented with the number of rotational nodes. However, to avoid misunderstanding it has to
be specified in which way the nodal coordinates and deformations are counted. In theSPACAR log file
both values can be found, i.e. 4 nodal coordinates and 1 relative constraint or just 3 nodal coordinates
per rotational node. In this tutorial the latter approach ispreferred.

4.1 One degree of freedom model

Kinematic section of the input file

For the spatial frame model in figure 4.1 the number of degreesof freedom has to satisfy equation (2.13).
Similar to the two-dimensional model there are four translational and four rotational nodes. As each
translational and rotational node has three coordinates, the total number of coordinates isNX = 28.
Again two translational and two rotational nodes are clamped, so the number of absolute constraints is
NXO= 12. The goal is to create a one degree of freedom system, soNEOhas to be24−12−1 = 11. Six
prescribed deformations are contributed by beam 2, so 5 deformations have to be prescribed for beam 1
and 3. They have a total of 12 deformations, which means 7 deformations need to be released.

In this example the horizontal position, in they-direction, of translational node3 is chosen as degree
of freedom. Then the following commands for the kinematic section of the input file can be used:

BEAM 1 1 2 3 4 0.0 1.0 0.0
BEAM 2 3 4 5 6 0.0 0.0 1.0
BEAM 3 5 6 7 8 0.0 1.0 0.0
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The definition of the spatial beam is partly similar to the definition of the planar beam: The first integer
parameter is the element number and next four integers specify the translational and rotational node
points at either end of the beam. The extra three real numbersmay be used to define the initial direction
of the principaly′-axis of the beam’s cross-section (see figure 4.2). The beam’s principalx′-axis coin-
cides with the undeformed element axis and is directed from end pointp to end pointq, so it is defined
from the initial position of the beam. When the principaly′-axis is defined, the principalz′-axis is also
known.

X 1 0.0 0.0 0.0
X 3 0.0 0.0 0.1
X 5 0.0 0.1 0.1
X 7 0.0 0.1 0.0

The definition of the initial coordinates is as before, except that three Cartesian node coordinates in the
x, y, andz-directions have to be specified.

FIX 1
FIX 2
FIX 7
FIX 8

The fourFIX keywords impose theNXO= 12 constraints for the clamped nodes.

RLSE 1 5 6
RLSE 3 2 3 4 5 6

The twoRLSEkeywords completely release the bending modes of the leaf springs that are associated
with the bending illustrated in figure 4.1, i.e. the deformation mode coordinatese(1)

5 , e
(1)
6 , e

(3)
5 , ande

(3)
6 .

In addition the torsion and remaining bending modes of element 3 are released as well in accordance
with the local cut in the corresponding leaf spring. Finallythe degree of freedom is specified and the
kinematic section of the input file is concluded:

DYNX 3 2

END
HALT

Dynamic section of the input file

The dynamic properties of the spatial frame model start withthe inertia properties:

XM 3 0.103
XM 5 0.103
EM 1 0.07065
EM 3 0.07065

Note that the rotational inertia are not included here. If rotational inertia are specified in three dimen-
sions, theXMcommand is followed by up to six real numbers to specify all inertia componentsJxx, Jxy,
Jxz, Jyy, Jyz, andJzz [3, Sect. 2.3].

ESTIFF 1 1890000. 0.05895 51.030 0.039375
ESTIFF 3 1890000. 0. 0. 0.039375
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For the spatial beam element theESTIFF keyword has four real parameters that specify the axial rigidity
EA, the torsional rigidityGIt and the flexural rigiditiesEIy′ andEIz′ [3, Sect. 2.3].

Torsional stiffnessSt is not straightforward for beams with a non-circular cross section. The tor-
sional stiffness inSPACAR is defined as

St =
GIt

l3
, (4.8)

whereG is the shear modulus of the material andIt is Saint-Venant’s torsion constant which is the polar
moment of inertia for a circular cross section. For elementshaving a rectangular cross section it can be
determined by [14]

It = wt3
(

1
3 − 0.21

t

w

(

1 − (t/w)4

12

))

, (4.9)

wherew is the width andt is the thickness of the cross section. This approximation only holds for a
beam with both ends free. The twisting angleθl of a prismatic beam clamped at one end can be described
with

θl =
T

GIt

(

l − 1

α

)

, (4.10)

whereT is the twisting moment,GIt is the torsional rigidity,l represents the length of the prismatic
beam and1

α
represents the influence of the clamped end on the twisting angle. For a narrow rectangular

cross section where the widthw is large in comparison to the thicknesst, it can be written as

1

α
=

w
√

24(1 − ν)
. (4.11)

Hereν denotes the Poisson’s ratio of the material, which is approximately0.3 for steel. Now,1
α

can be
written as a fraction of the widthw of the beam

1

α
= 0.244w. (4.12)

Equation 4.10 can be rewritten with an equivalent torsionalrigidity (GIt)eq as

θl =
T

(GIt)eq
, (4.13)

with

(GIt)eq =
1

1 − 1
αl

GIt =
1

1 − 0.244w
l

GIt. (4.14)

If l = 0.244w, the denominator of the fraction in the righthand side of equation 4.14 becomes zero,
implying an infinitely large torsional rigidity. Equation 4.14 is valid for a beam which is clamped at one
end and subjected to a torqueT at the free end. From the theory of elasticity it is known thatwarping is
only constrained near the clamped end. A good estimate is obtained if the adjoining element is modelled
rigidly for torsion over a lengthl = 0.244w.
In the current model torsion does not play a dominant role andonly one element is used for each leaf
spring. Note that the cut in the second leaf spring should decrease the torsional stiffness andz′-bending
stiffness as much as possible. In this analysis, the stiffnesses of these deformation modes are taken zero.

EDAMP 1 0.3654 0.0000065 0.00019 0.0000053
EDAMP 3 0.3654 0. 0. 0.0000053

The longitudinal, torsional and bending damping values (EDAMP) can be calculated analogously as for
the planar beam with equation 2.14.
The dynamic part of the input file is concluded with:

END
HALT
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Input-output section of the input file

INPUTF 1 5 2

OUTX 1 3 1
OUTX 2 3 2
OUTX 3 3 3
OUTX 4 5 1
OUTX 5 5 2
OUTX 6 5 3

END
END

As outputs of the system, all coordinates of the translational nodes 3 and 5 are chosen.

Optional visualisation section of the input file

VISUALIZATION
BEAMVIS 1 0.0005 0.02
BEAMVIS 2 0.013 0.02
BEAMVIS 3 0.0005 0.02
VIBRATIONMODE 1
VIBREND 7.8540
ENLARGEFACTOR 0.01
TRANSPARENCY 0.6

SPACAR results

For this three-dimensional model the natural frequency, vibration mode (figure 4.4), state space matri-
ces, transfer functions and the Bode plot (figure 4.5) from input force toy-displacement of node 3 are
generated.

Figure 4.4: First vibration mode of the three-dimensional model.
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>> spacar(7,’pf3d’);
>> sqrt(eig(k0,m0))/2/pi

10.6448

>> spavisual(’pf3d’);

>> spacar(9,’pf3d’);
>> getss(’pf3d’)

a =
x1 x2

x1 0 1
x2 -4473 -0.6021

b =
u1

x1 0
x2 4.734

c =
x1 x2

y1 0 0
y2 1 0
y3 0 0
y4 0 0
y5 1 0
y6 0 0

d =
u1

y1 0
y2 0
y3 0
y4 0
y5 0
y6 0

Continuous-time model.

>> G=tf(getss(’pf3d’))

Transfer function from input to output...
#1: 0

4.734
#2: ---------------------

sˆ2 + 0.6021 s + 4473

#3: 0
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#4: 0

4.734
#5: ---------------------

sˆ2 + 0.6021 s + 4473

#6: 0
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Figure 4.5: Bode plot of transfer from input force toy-displacement of node 3 of the three-
dimensional model.

4.2 Six degrees of freedom model

It is the responsibility of the user to select the degrees of freedom carefully. In the previous example only
one degree of freedom was defined and hence only one vibrational mode (with one natural frequency)
will be found. Suppose that e.g. all 12 deformation modes of the spring leaves are released. Then there
are onlyNEO= 18 − 12 = 6 relative constraints and the number of degrees of freedom according to
equation (2.13) is

NDOF= NX− NXO− NEO= 24 − 12 − 6 = 6. (4.15)

The previousRLSEandDYNXcommands have to be replaced with:

RLSE 1
RLSE 3 2 5 6

DYNX 3
DYNE 3 1 3 4

where a keyword with only the element number defaults to all deformation parameters of that element.
So all coordinates of translational node 3 and three deformations of element 3 are chosen as dynamic
degrees of freedom. Choosing the 3 independent coordinatesof rotational node 4 is also possible, but it
would it result in anA-matrix without physical meaning.
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SPACAR results

The result of the extra degrees of freedom is that more natural frequencies and their vibration modes
can be found. After a mode 7 run, the natural frequencies can be obtained similarly as before, but the
matricesk0 andm0 have to be reshaped first.

>> sqrt(eig(reshape(k0,nddof,nddof),reshape(m0,nddof ,nddof)))/2/pi

1.0e+003 *

0.0038
0.0106
0.1924
2.1263
2.1290
6.2350

In figure 4.6 on page 34 the six mode shapes of the 6-DOF system can be found. As the figure as well
as the list of frequencies show, a rather unphysical first mode at3.8 Hz appears. It is left as an exercise
to the reader to investigate the occurrence of this mode in more detail.

Using mode 9, the state space matrices and consequently the transfer functions for the system can
be determined. Only the transfer function from input force to y-displacement of node 3 is given, in
figure 4.7 the Bode plot of this transfer function is displayed.

>> spacar(9,’pf3d6dof’);
>> tf(getss(’pf3d6dof’))

Transfer function:

4.734 sˆ4 + 330.9 sˆ3 + 1.692e9 sˆ2 + 5.914e10 s + 1.512e17
--------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------
sˆ6 + 70.5 sˆ5 + 3.574e8 sˆ4 + 1.271e10 sˆ3 + 3.194e16 sˆ2 + 1.92 9e16 s + 1.429e20

The Bode plot looks like one from a2th order system, even though the transfer function is of6th order.
So probably there are some pole/zero pairs in this transfer which cancel out. You can try to simplify this
transfer by usingMATLAB ’s minreal command:

>> minreal(tf(getss(’pf3d6dof’)), 1e-4)

Transfer function:
4.734

---------------------
sˆ2 + 0.6021 s + 4473

When the “tolerance” parameter10−4 is set sufficiently large, indeed a second order transfer function is
obtained that equals the corresponding transfer function from the 1-DOF model in the previous section.
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(a) First natural frequency (3.8 Hz). (b) Second natural frequency (10.6 Hz).

(c) Third natural frequency (192.4 Hz). (d) Fourth natural frequency (2126 Hz).

(e) Fifth natural frequency (2129 Hz). (f) Sixth natural frequency (6235 Hz).

Figure 4.6: Mode shapes of the 6-DOF three dimensional model.
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Figure 4.7: Bode plot of transfer from input force toy-displacement of node 3 of the 6-DOF
three-dimensional model.
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A SPACAR software

A.1 Introduction

The computer programSPACAR is based on the non-linear finite element theory for multi-degree of
freedom mechanisms as described in Jonker’s lecture notes on the Dynamics of Machines and Mech-
anisms [8]. The program is capable of analysing the dynamicsof planar and spatial mechanisms and
manipulators with flexible links and treats the general caseof coupled large displacement motion and
small elastic deformation. The motion can be simulated by solving the complete set of non-linear equa-
tions of motion or by using the so-called perturbation method. The computational efficiency of the latter
method can be improved further by applying modal techniques.

In this chapter an outline of theSPACAR package for use withMATLAB is given in the next section.
A special visualisation tool,SPAVISUAL, is described in Section A.3. Installation notes forSPACAR are
given in Section A.4.

A.2 SPACAR& MATLAB

SPACAR can run different types of analysis called modes. Only mode 7, 8 and 9 will be used in this
tutorial. For information about the other modes, see theSPACARmanual [3].

In mode=7 eigenvalues (frequencies) and corresponding eigenvectors are computed for a static
equilibrium configuration. The associated frequency equation of the undamped system is given by

det
(

−ω2
i M̄

dd
0 + Kdd

0 + Ndd
0 + Gdd

0

)

= 0 , (A.1)

where the quantitiesωi are the natural frequencies of the system.Mdd
0 is the mass matrix andKdd

0 ,
Ndd

0 andGdd
0 are the structural, dynamic and geometric stiffness matrices respectively.

In mode=8 a linear buckling analysis is carried out for a static equilibrium configuration. Critical
load parametersλi are determined by solving the eigenvalue problem.

det(Kdd
0 + λiG

dd
0 ) = 0 , (A.2)

where,

λi = f i/f0. (A.3)

Here,Kdd
0 is the structural stiffness matrix andGdd

0 is the geometric stiffness matrix due to the reference
loadf0 giving rise to the reference stressesσ0. f i represents the bucking load that corresponds withλi.

In mode=9 locally linearized equations for control system analysis are computed for a static equi-
librium configuration. The linearized equations can be transformed into the linearized state space form:

δż = Aδz + Bδu,

δy = Cδz + Dδu,
(A.4)

whereA is the state matrix,B the input matrix,C the output matrix andD the feed through matrix.
The state vectorδz is defined byδz = [δqdT , δq̇dT ]T , whereδqd is the vector of dynamic degrees of
freedom. The matricesB, C andD depend on the chosen input vectorδu and the output vectorδy.
Details of the linearization are discussed in chapter 12 of [8].

37
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Definition of a mechanism model

A model of a mechanism must be defined in an input file of file type(or file name extension)dat . This
input file consists of a number of keywords with essential andoptional parameters. The input file can
be generated with any text editor. In Appendix B the meaning of the keywords and their parameters is
discussed in detail.

Running SPACAR in the MATLAB environment

Once the mechanism is defined and this information is saved toadat input file,SPACARcan be activated
with theMATLAB command

>> spacar(mode,’filename’)

Here, filename is the name of the input file, without the extension.dat . The filename is
limited to 20 characters from the set “0”–“9”, “a”–“z”, “A”–“Z” and “ ”, so it can not include drive or
path specifications.

During the computation a plot of the mechanism is shown in a separate window. While the sim-
ulation is running anAbort button is activated in the plot area. Pressing this button will terminate
the simulation (possibly after some delay). To speed up the computation, the plot can be disabled by
specifying the mode with a minus sign, e.g.mode=-9 . The plotting utilityspadraw can also be used
after the simulation to visualise the results, see page 41.

During the computations the results are stored in one or moredata files and inMATLAB arrays. A
log file is always created whenSPACARstarts processing the inputdat file. This log file contains an
analysis of the input and possible errors and warnings. It isdescribed in more detail on page 40. Many
errors in the input file do not lead to an early termination of the SPACAR computation, but nevertheless
give unusable results. Therefore it is advisable to check the log file for unexpected messages.

All other data files are so-calledSPACAR Binary data Files (SBF), which implies that these are in a
binary format and can not be read easily by a user. Therefore,utilities are provided to read and modify
data in these files, see page 41. Depending on themodeup to three binary output files may be created.

For all modes a SPACAR Binary Data file with filename identical to the input file and extension
sbd is written. The contents of this file is also stored inMATLAB arrays, that are of course immediately
available in theMATLAB workspace e.g. to be visualised with the standardMATLAB graphics commands,
such asplot . The following variables are created or overwritten:

mode SPACARmode number
ndof number of kinematic DOFs
nddof number of dynamic DOFs
nx number of coordinates
ne number of deformation parameters
nxp number of fixed, calculable, input and dynamic coordinates
nep number of fixed, calculable, input and dynamic deformation parameters
lnp location matrix for the nodes *1
le location matrix for the elements *1
ln connection matrix for the nodes in the elements *2
it list of element types *2
time time column vector
x coordinates (nodal displacements)
xd nodal velocities
xdd nodal accelerations
fx prescribed nodal forces/moments
fxtot reaction forces/moments
e generalized deformations
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ed velocities of generalized deformations
edd accelerations of generalized deformations
sig generalized stress resultants
de first order geometric transfer function for the deformations DF

(e) *3
dx first order geometric transfer function for the coordinatesDF

(x) *3
d2e second order geometric transfer function for the deformationsD2

F
(e) *3

d2x second order geometric transfer function for the coordinatesD2
F

(x) *3
xcompl location vector for directional nodal compliances *4
rxyz initial orientations of elements *2

Notes:

∗1 The two location matrices provide information to find the location of a specific quantity in the data
matrices:

lnp location matrix for the nodes. The matrix elementlnp(i,j) denotes
the location of thej th coordinate (j =1..4) of nodei .

le location matrix for the elements. The matrix elementle(i,j) denotes
the location of thej th generalised deformation (j =1..6) of elementi .

The locations of undefined or unused coordinates and deformations equal zero.

For example, thex- andy-coordinates of node 7 can be shown as function of time in a graph by
typing

>> plot(time,x(:,lnp(7,1:2)))

and the first generalised stresses in elements 1, 2 and 3 can beplotted by typing

>> plot(time,sig(:,le(1:3,1)))

Obviously, storage in thex , xd , xdd , fx , e, ed , edd andsig matrices is likex(t,k) wheret
is the time step andk ranges from 1 tonx for x , xd , xdd andfx , fxtot and from 1 tone for
e, ed , edd andsig , respectively.

∗2 The variablesln , it andrxyz are mainly intended for internal use in the drawing toolspadraw .
More user-friendly information is available in thelog file, page 40.

∗3 The (large) variablesde , dx , d2e andd2x are only created if the parameters of theLEVELLOGare
set accordingly, Sect. B.2.

∗4 After a linearisation run (mode=8) directional nodal compliances (inverse stiffnesses) arecom-
puted. Using the location matrix,xcompl(lnp(i,j)) gives this quantity for thej th coordi-
nate (j =1..4) of nodei .

After a linearization run (mode=3, 4, 7, 8 or 9) the coefficient matrices are stored in aSPACAR

Binary Matrix file with extensionsbm. The accompanyingMATLAB matrices are:
m0 reduced mass matrixM0 *5

b0 input matrixB0 *5, *6
c0 velocity sensitivity matrixC0 *5
d0 damping matrixD0 *5
k0 structural stiffness matrixK0 *5
n0 geometric stiffness matrixN 0 *5
g0 geometric stiffness matrixG0 *5

Notes:
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∗5 Storage of the time-varying matrices is in a row for each timestep, so inm0(t,k) index t is the
time step andk ranges from 1 tondof ×ndof . To restore the matrix structure at some time step
type e.g.reshape(m0(t,:),ndof,ndof) .

∗6 Only available formode=4 and9.

In mode=2, 3, 4 and9 a so-calledltv file is created. The contents of this file varies and is not
automatically imported to theMATLAB workspace. From amode=2 run the following data is available
(the names indicate the identities of the data used in the file; identities marked with “*” are available at
each time step):

NNOM number of (actuator) inputs
NY number of outputs
T time *
U0 nominal input for the desired motion *
Y0 reference output of the desired motion *

In the addition the linearization runs yield additional setpoints, state space matrices and other data
in the ltv file (not all identities are always present):

NNOM number of (actuator) inputs
NX number of states (2×ndof )
NU number of inputs (length ofU0)
NY number of outputs (length ofY0)
NRBM number of rigid body DOF’s
NYS number of outputs with 2nd order expression
DFT direct feedthrough flag (D 6=0)
X0 initial state vector
T time *
A state space system matrix *
B state space input matrix *
C state space output matrix *
D state space direct feedthrough matrix *
G second order output tensor *
M0 mass matrixM0 *
C0B combined damping matrixC0 + D0 *
K0B combined stiffness matrixK0 + N0 + G0 *
SIG0 generalized stress resultants *

Thegetss tool can be used to read the state space matrices from theltv file, see page 41. Other
utilities are available to use parts of these data in aSIMULINK environment, e.g. to read setpoints or to
simulate a Linear Time-Varying (LTV ) system, as is described in the manual.

The log file

The log file contains an analysis of the input and possible errors andwarnings that are encountered.
The error and warning messages are explained in more detail in theSPACAR manual. The other output
can be separated into a number of blocks.

The first lines indicate the version and release date of the software and a copyright note.
Next the lines from the input file read by theKIN module are shown (not showing comments present

in the input file), see also Sect. B.2. From the analysis is written:

• The elements used in this model. The deformations of all elements are shown with the internal
numbers according to thele array and the classification of each deformation:O= fixed,C= cal-
culable andM= DOF.

• The nodal point information with the internal numbers of thecoordinates according to thelnp
array and the classification as above.
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• Finally a list shows the degrees of freedom. Dynamic degreesof freedom are indicated.

TheDYN module reads the next data block and processed input lines are shown. From the analysis
we get

• The numbersNEO, NEMM, NEMandNECindicate the numbers of deformations in each class as
explained in the lecture notes [8].

• The numbersNXO, NXC, NXMMand NXMindicate the numbers of position coordinates in each
class as explained in the lecture notes [8].

• The stiffness, damping and mass of the elements.

• The nodal point forces, mass and gyroscopic terms.

• The total mass of the system.

The zeroth, first, second and third order transfer functionsare shown next, each for the position
parameters and deformation parameters, respectively. Theamount of output can be controlled by the
keywordOUTLEVELin the input file.

Next for a forward analysis (mode=1 andmode=4) the name of the integrator and accuracy settings
are shown. Finally a list with all time steps and the number ofinternal iterations are given. For an inverse
dynamics analysis the trajectories and input/output definitions are read and analysed. In case ofmode=3
the name of the data file of the previousmode=2 is shown. In case ofmode=7 the eigen values
(frequencies) and normalized eigenvectors of the state system matrix are shown. In case ofmode=8
load multipliers and normalized buckling modes are presented. In addition the vector of directional
nodal compliances is shown.

SPACAR Binary data Files

Some utilities are available to show, check, load or replacethe data inSPACAR Binary data Files (SBF)
files. These are files with extensionssbd , sbm andltv .

checksbf check and shows the contents of aSPACAR Binary data File. The output for each variable
is the name (“Id”), the type (1 for integer, 2 for real, 3 for text) and the size (number of rows and
columns). First the “header” variables are shown with theirvalue. Long vectors may be truncated.
BetweenTDEFandTDAT the time-varying data is given. The number of time steps equals the
number of rows specified forTDEF.

getfrsbf extract a variable from aSPACAR Binary data File. The “Id” must be specified and for
time-varying data the time step as well.

getss extracts the state space formulation from aSPACAR ltv -file.

repinsbf replaces the value of a variable in aSPACAR Binary data File. The “Id” must be specified
and for time-varying data the time step as well.

loadsbd loads all data from aSPACARBinary Data (sbd ) file into MATLAB ’s workspace.

loadsbm loads all data from aSPACARBinary Matrix data (sbm) file into MATLAB ’s workspace.

combsbd combines data from two or moreSPACAR Binary Data (sbd ) files into a single output file.
The specified output file is overwritten without a warning.

spadraw is the plotting utility used internally bySPACAR. It can also be used to visualize results after
a simulation has been completed.

For all utilities additional online help is available by typing help command at theMATLAB prompt.
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Limitations

TheSPACARpackage has some built-in limitations on the size of the manipulators that can be analysed.
Table A.1 shows the limits for the so-called “Student version” that can be downloaded as describes in
Appendix A.4. In case your requirements are larger, you needto contact the authors. The licence for the
freely downloadable software is time limited.

Maximum number of coordinates/deformations 175
Maximum number of DOFs 20
Maximum number of elements/nodal points 50
Maximum number of inputs 12
Maximum number of outputs 25

Table A.1: Built-in limitations of the “Student version” oftheSPACARpackage.

A.3 SPAVISUAL

SPAVISUAL is the visualization tool forSPACAR. It can visualize deformation, vibration and buckling
modes. SPAVISUAL shows beams, trusses, and hinges in 2D as well as in 3D. It works with default
settings which can be adjusted by the user. The only input ofSPAVISUAL is a filename. This file has
to be a.dat file which has been analysed withSPACAR. This is necessary becauseSPAVISUAL needs
the .sbd files for the deformation modes and also the.sbm files for the vibration and the buckling
modes. There are a couple of keywords that can adjust the default settings. These keywords are listed in
section B.5.
SPAVISUAL is a standalone function inMATLAB . To run SPAVISUAL the user has to type the next
command.

>> spavisual(filename)

Herefilename refers to the.dat -file that is executed bySPACAR.

A.4 Download & install

Prerequisites

Before installingSPACAR on a computer system it is advisable to check that the system is suitable
of running the software and to haveMATLAB installed. ThisSPACAR version has been developed
and tested withMATLAB 7.0.4 andSIMULINK 6.2 (Release 14SP2). It is expected to work with any
modern version ofMATLAB /SIMULINK since R12, but in case of problems we can offer only limited
support. The system requirements depend heavily on the version of MATLAB you are using. Con-
sult the accompanying Installation Guide or check The Mathworks. You may expect thatSPACAR

will run on any Microsoft 32-bit Windows PC on whichMATLAB /SIMULINK are running. Only the
base systems ofMATLAB and SIMULINK are required to runSPACAR, but additional toolboxes like
the Control System Toolbox may be helpful to develop and analyse control systems. The installation
of SPACAR uses less than 4 MB extra disk space. TheSPACAR files are stored in ZIP-archives or, in
Microsoft Windows XP, a compressed folder. In Windows XP youcan easily open such archives, but
of course you may chose to use your favourite unzipper. The ZIP-archives can be downloaded from
http://www.wa.ctw.utwente.nl/Software/SPACAR/ . In addition to the software there is
a ZIP-archive with the data files that are used in this tutorial available on theSPACAR-site.
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Installation

First of all, you should create a subdirectory e.g.\Matlab\Toolbox\Spacar . Next, you extract the
files from theSPACARsoftware ZIP-archivespacar2008_bin.zip into this subdirectory. There are
three types of files:

• Files with the extension.dll are the actual executables of theSPACAR package. The original
SPACAR-code (not provided) is written inC andFORTRAN77, compiled and linked into so-called
MEX-modules, that are executables for use within the MATLAB-environment. The following
files must exist:

checksbf.dll combsbd.dll getfrsbf.dll loadsbd.dll
loadsbm.dll ltv.dll mrltv.dll repinsbf.dll
spacar.dll spacntrl.dll spasim.dll

• Files with extension.m are theMATLAB -files necessary to use theSPACAR andSPAVISUAL pro-
gram. The following files must exist:

getss.m
spadraw.m
spavisual.m

Other.m-files provide help text for the MEX-modules. These files are:

checksbf.m combsbd.m getfrsbf.m loadsbd.m
loadsbm.m ltv.m mrltv.m repinsbf.m
spacar.m spacntrl.m spasim.m

• Files with extension.mdl areSIMULINK models. There is only one file which is actually a library
from which theSPACARmodules for use inSIMULINK can be copied:

spacar_lib.mdl

• A folder with the nameprivate with a lot of .p -files that are used bySPAVISUAL.

The (optional) data files can be extracted in a separate working directory.
The files in theSPACAR subdirectory should be in theMATLAB path whenMATLAB is running.

There are two ways to accomplish this:

1. Make sure that theSPACARsubdirectory is the local directory. You can verify this by typing pwd.
If necessary, change your local directory by typing

cd \Matlab\Toolbox\Spacar

or whatever directory you chose to store your files.

2. Another possibility is to change the settings of theMATLAB environment by adding theSPACAR

subdirectory to theMATLAB path. This modification is either temporary or permanent. The path
can be modified from the pulldown menu withFile |Set Path... , or by using theMATLAB

commandspath or addpath .

Now you are ready to runSPACAR in MATLAB andSIMULINK .
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B SPACAR keywords

B.1 Introduction

In this appendix the user is informed about the creation of correct input data for the software package
SPACAR. The input must have a specific form. Behind a number of permitted keywords the user supplies
a list of arguments. The arguments behind a keyword are well defined. Each module ofSPACAR, except
mode=4 of LINEAR, has its own list of available keywords. They form blocks that are separated by the
following pair of keywords:

END
HALT

The final closure of the input is effected by:

END
END

The first block contains the kinematic data. The input of the mechanism model (by means of key-
words) is treated in the “Kinematics” section B.2. A second block of input is reserved for the dynamics
module. The keywords for this block are presented in the “Dynamics” section B.3. The keywords for
the linearization ofmode=9 are given in the “Linearization” section B.4. At the end of the file custom
settings forSPAVISUAL can be added, the keywords can be found in section B.5.

Some general remarks:

• Keywords and arguments can be separated by one or more spaces, tabs or line breaks.

• Lines must not contain more than 160 characters.

• Any text in a line following a#, %or ; is treated as a comment.

• All input is case insensitive.

• Data read from the input file are echoed in thelog file, after the comments have been removed
and all text is transformed into upper case (capitals).

• Angles are always specified in radians.

• For commands likeXF andSTARTDEnot all arguments have to be specified. Default values are
zero unless otherwise specified.

B.2 Kinematics

A kinematic mechanism model can be built up with finite elements by letting them have nodal points
in common. The nodal coordinates of the finite elements are described by position and orientation
coordinates. Therefore, two types of nodes are distinguished: positionor translational nodes, denoted

45
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keyword type end nodep end nodeq deformation
~ x ~ x parameters

PLBEAM planar beam xp φp xq φq e1, ε2, ε3

PLTRUSS planar truss xp – xq – e1

PLTOR planar hinge – φp – φq e1

PLPINBOD planar pinbody xp φp xq – ε1, ε2

PLRBEAM planar rigid beam xp φp xq – ε1, ε2

BEAM spatial beam xp λp xq λq e1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6

TRUSS spatial truss xp – xq – e1

HINGE spatial hinge – λp – λq e1, ε2, ε3

PINBODY spatial pinbody xp λp xq – ε1, ε2, ε3

RBEAM spatial rigid beam xp λp xq – ε1, ε2, ε3

Table B.1: Nodes, nodal coordinates, and deformation parameters for the planar and spatial
truss, beam, bearing, hinge and pinbody elements.

by ~p for nodep, andorientationor rotational nodesdenoted by
x

p. The nodes, nodal coordinates, and
deformation parameters for the truss, beam, planar bearing, hinge and pinbody (rigid beam) element are
summarized in Table B.1.

Usually, the convention is made that nodep of an element is assigned to the lower number of the
element nodes, and that nodeq is assigned to the higher node number. The interconnectionsbetween
the elements are accomplished by indicating common nodes between the elements. For instance, with a
pin-joint connection only the translational nodes are shared. In case of a hinge-joint connection only the
rotational nodes are shared whereas translational coordinates can either be shared or unshared. When
elements are rigidly connected to each other, both the translational and rotational nodes are shared, see
Fig. B.1. It can be observed from Table B.1 that a truss element and a hinge element do not have common
nodal types and therefore cannot be connected to each other.

pin-joint hinge-joint rigid-joint

Figure B.1: Joint connections between finite elements.
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In the first block of the kinematics module either two-dimensional (planar) or three-dimensional
(spatial) elements can be specified. In the second block the initial configuration of the mechanism is
specified. In the third block the coordinates and generalized deformations are divided into four groups,
depending on the boundary conditions:

1. fixed prescribed coordinates (supports)
2. dependent, calculable deformations
3. prescribed, time-dependent coordinates
4. dynamic degrees of freedom

For the keywords in the third block it is important to remark that there are no keywords to fix a
deformation or to release a coordinate. These are the default settings. So a deformation is fixed unless
a RLSE, INPUTE or DYNEkeyword specifies otherwise. Similarly, a coordinate is calculable unless a
FIX , INPUTX or DYNXkeyword specifies otherwise.

KEYWORDS KINEMATICS
1

PLBEAM Planar beam element.
PLTRUSS Planar truss element.
PLTOR Planar hinge element.
PLPINBOD Planar pinbody element.
PLRBEAM Planar rigid beam element.
BEAM Beam element.
TRUSS Truss element.
HINGE Hinge element.
PINBODY Spatial pinbody element.
RBEAM Spatial rigid beam element.

2
X Specification of the initial Cartesian nodal positions.

3
FIX Support coordinatesx0.
RLSE Calculable deformationsec.
INPUTX Prescribed DOFxm.
INPUTE Prescribed DOFem.
DYNX Dynamic DOFxm.
DYNE Dynamic DOFem.
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The parameters for these keywords are listed below.{∗i} refers to note i listed at the end of the
keywords.

PLBEAM 1 element number
2 first position node
3 first orientation node
4 second position node
5 second orientation node

PLTRUSS 1 element number
2 first position node
3 second position node

PLTOR 1 element number
2 first orientation node
3 second orientation node

PLPINBOD 1 element number
2 first position node
3 first orientation node
4 second position node

PLRBEAM 1 element number
2 first position node
3 first orientation node
4 second position node

BEAM 1 element number
2 first position node
3 first orientation node
4 second position node
5 second orientation node

[ 6–8 initial direction of the principaly′-axis of the beam cross-section
] {∗1}

TRUSS 1 element number
2 first position node
3 second position node

HINGE 1 element number
2 first orientation node
3 second orientation node
4–6 initial direction of thex′-axis of rotation{∗2}

PINBODY 1 element number
2 first position node
3 first orientation node
4 second position node

[ 5–7 initial direction of the principaly′-axis of the beam cross-section
] {∗3}

RBEAM 1 element number
2 first position node
3 first orientation node
4 second position node

[ 5–7 initial direction of the principaly′-axis of the beam cross-section
] {∗1}
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X 1 position node number
2 x1-coordinate
3 x2-coordinate

[ 4 x3-coordinate ]{∗4}

FIX 1 node number
[ 2– coordinate number (1, 2, 3 or 4) ]{∗5}

RLSE 1 element number
[ 2– deformation mode coordinate number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) ]{∗6}

INPUTX 1 node number
[ 2– coordinate number (1, 2, 3 or 4) ]{∗5}

INPUTE 1 element number
[ 2– deformation mode coordinate number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) ]{∗6}

DYNX 1 node number
[ 2– coordinate number (1, 2, 3 or 4) ]{∗5}

DYNE 1 element number
[ 2– deformation mode coordinate number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6) ]{∗6}

NOTES:

∗1 The direction vector lies in the localx′y′-plane of the beam element. If no direction is specified, the
local direction vector is chosen as the standard basis vector that makes the largest angle with axis
of the beam; in case of a draw, the vector with the highest index is chosen.

∗2 The localy′ andz′ unit vectors are chosen as follows. First, the standard basis vector with the largest
angle with the hinge axis is chosen; in case of a draw, the vector with the highest index is chosen.
Then the localy′ is chosen in the direction of the cross product of the localx′-direction with
this basis vector. The localz′-direction is chosen so as to complete an orthogonal right-handed
coordinate system.

∗3 If no direction is specified, directions initially aligned with the global coordinate axes are chosen;
otherwise the line connecting the translational node is chosen as the localx′-direction, the speci-
fied vector is in the localx′y′-plane. The directions used are made orthonormal.

∗4 The specification of the initial positions with the keywordX is only required for non-zero position-
coordinates. The initial orientations cannot be chosen freely.

∗5 If the keywordsINPUTX, DYNXandFIX are used without an explicit specification of the coordi-
nate, all (independent) coordinates will be marked as degrees of freedom or supports. This means
thatx1, x2 (andx3) are marked for position nodes andβ or λ1, λ2 andλ3 for orientation nodes.
If more than one coordinate is specified, each of the specifiedcoordinates is chosen as a degree of
freedom or a support.

∗6 If the keywordsINPUTE, DYNEandRLSEare used without an explicit specification of the defor-
mation mode coordinate, all deformation mode coordinates will be marked as degrees of freedom
or released. If more than one deformation mode coordinate isspecified, each of the specified co-
ordinates is chosen as a degree of freedom or as released.
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B.3 Dynamics

With the keywords of the dynamics module the following blocks of information can be supplied. Blocks
1 and 2 are optional. If deformable elements have been definedin the kinematics, block 3 has to be
filled, lest the stiffness and damping are zero. If the motionis not prescribed by trajectories, block 4 has
to be used to define the input motion.

KEYWORDS DYNAMICS
1

XM Inertia specification of lumped masses.
EM Inertia specification of distributed element masses.

2
XF External force specification of the mechanism in

nodes.

3
ESTIFF Specification of elastic constants.
ESIG Specification of preloaded state.
EDAMP Specification of viscous damping coefficients.

4
TIMESTEP Duration and number of time steps.
INPUTX Specification of simple time functions for the
INPUTE prescribed degrees of freedom.
STARTDX Specification of initial values for the dynamic degrees
STARTDE of freedom.
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The parameters required with these keywords are listed below. {∗i} refers to note i listed at the end
of the keywords.

XM 1 node number
2 concentrated mass for position nodes,

rotational inertiaI for plane orientation nodes,
for spatial orientation nodes, the inertia components
Jxx {∗1}

3 Jxy {∗1}
4 Jxz {∗1}
5 Jyy {∗1}
6 Jyz {∗1}
7 Jzz {∗1}

EM 1 element number
2 mass per unit of length

[ 3 rotational inertiaJx′x′ per unit of length for spatial beam
rotational inertiaJ per unit of length for planar beam ]

[ 4 rotational inertiaJy′y′ per unit of length for spatial beam ]
[ 5 rotational inertiaJz′z′ per unit of length for spatial beam ]
[ 6 rotational inertiaJy′z′ per unit of length for spatial beam ]

XF 1 node number
2 forces dual with the 1st node coordinate

[ 3-5 forces dual with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th node coordinate ]

ESTIFF 1 element number
2 EA for beam and truss elements

S1 = St for hinge elements
S1, first stiffness coefficient for pinbody and cognates

[ 3 GIt for spatial beam
EI for planar beam
S2, second stiffness coefficient for pinbody and cognates ]{∗4}

[ 4 EIy′ for spatial beam
EI/(GAk) for planar beam
S3, third stiffness coefficient for pinbody and cognates ]{∗4}

[ 5 EIz′ for spatial beam ]{∗4}
[ 6 EIy′/(GAkz′) for spatial beam ]{∗4}
[ 7 EIz′/(GAky′) for spatial beam ]{∗4}

ESIG 1 element number
2 preloaded force in beam, pinbody and truss elements and torque

in hinge elements
EDAMP 1 element number

2 EdA, longitudinal damping for beam and truss elements
Sd1, torsional damping for hinge elements
Sd1, first damping coefficient for pinbody and cognates

[ 3 GdIt, torsional damping for beam elements
EdI, bending damping for planar beams
Sd2, second damping coefficient for pinbody and cognates ]{∗4}

[ 4 EdIy′ , bending damping iny′-direction for spatial beams
Sd3, third damping coefficient for pinbody and cognates ]{∗4}

[ 5 EdIz′ , bending damping inz′-direction for spatial beam ]{∗4}
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TIMESTEP 1 length of time period
2 number of time steps

INPUTX 1 node number (position or orientation node){∗5}
2 coordinate number (1, 2, 3 or 4)
3 start value
4 start rate
5 acceleration (constant)

INPUTE 1 element number{∗6}
2 deformation mode coordinate number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6){∗7}
3 start value{∗8}
4 start rate
5 acceleration (constant)

STARTDX 1 node number
2 coordinate number (1, 2, 3 or 4)
3 start value
4 start rate

STARTDE 1 element number
2 deformation mode coordinate number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6)
3 start value{∗8}
4 start rate

NOTES:

∗4 Unspecified values for the stiffness and damping are assumedto be zero by default. The meaning
of the variables is:E, elasticity modulus (Young’s modulus);G = E/(2 + 2ν), shear modulus;
ν, Poisson’s ratio;Ed, damping modulus in Kelvin–Voigt model;Gd, shear damping modulus
in Kelvin–Voigt model;A, cross-sectional area;I (Iy′ , Iz′), second area moment (abouty′-axis
andz′-axis); It, Saint-Venant’s torsion constant;k (ky′ andkz′), shear correction factor (iny′-
direction andz′-direction). The shear correction nfactors are about 0.85;a table of values for
various cross-sections can be found in [?].

The generalized stresses are calculated according to the Kelvin–Voigt model as follows. All first
stresses are calculated asσ1 = S1ε1 +Sd1ε̇1 +σ0, whereS1 = EA/l0 andSd1 = EdA/l0 for the
truss and beam elements, wherel0 is the undeformed length of the element, and the first stiffness
and damping coefficients as defined in the input for the other types of elements.σ0 is the preload
defined by the keywordESIG. For hinge and pinbody elements, the other stresses are calculated
in an analogous way, but without the preload. For a planar beam element, the bending stresses are
calculated as

[

σ2

σ3

]

=
S2

1 + Φ

[

4 + Φ −2 + Φ
−2 + Φ 4 + Φ

] [

ε2

ε3

]

+
Sd2

1 + Φ

[

4 + Φ −2 + Φ
−2 + Φ 4 + Φ

] [

ε̇2

ε̇3

]

,

whereS2 = EI/l30, Φ = 12EI/(GAkl20) andSd2 = EdI/l30. For a spatial beam element, the
torsional stress is calculated asσ2 = S2ε2 +Sd2ε̇2 +σ0, whereS2 = GIt/l

3
0 andSd2 = GdIt/l

3
0;

note the wacky occurrence ofσ0 here. For bending along the localy′- andz′-axes, the stresses
are, analogous to the planar case,
[

σ3

σ4

]

=
S3

1 + Φz

[

4 + Φz −2 + Φz

−2 + Φz 4 + Φz

] [

ε3

ε4

]

+
Sd3

1 + Φz

[

4 + Φz −2 + Φz

−2 + Φz 4 + Φz

] [

ε̇3

ε̇4

]

and
[

σ5

σ6

]

=
S4

1 + Φy

[

4 + Φy −2 + Φy

−2 + Φy 4 + Φy

] [

ε5

ε6

]

+
Sd4

1 + Φy

[

4 + Φy −2 + Φy

−2 + Φy 4 + Φy

] [

ε̇5

ε̇6

]

,
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where S3 = EIy′/l30, Φz = 12EIy′/(GAkz′ l
2
0), Sd3 = EdIy′/l30, S4 = EIz′/l

3
0, Φy =

12EIz′/(GAky′ l20), andSd4 = EdIz′/l
3
0.

∗5 In a mode=7, 8 or 9 run a (deformed) mechanism configuration is computed which corresponds
with the specified nodal position.

∗6 Stiffness and damping properties of the corresponding element are not used for the dynamic compu-
tations.
In a mode=7, 8 or 9 run a (deformed) mechanism configuration is computed which corresponds
with the specified element deformation.

∗7 Rotational deformations are defined in radians.

∗8 Note that the keywordX defines an initial configuration in which the deformations are zero. A
start value defined withINPUTE or STARTDEdefines a deformation with respect to the initial
configuration.
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B.4 Linearization

Linearization inmode=7 and9 is around a pre-computed static equilibrium configuration,or a state
of steady motion. In addition inmode=9 the state space matrixA, the input matricesB0 andB, the
output matrixC and the feed through matrixD are calculated. Obviously, the matricesB0,B,C and
D depend on the chosen input and output vectorsδu andδy respectively. These vectors are defined
in the blocks below. These blocks are optional, but as omitting one or both blocks means that no input
and/or output vectors are defined and hence no state space matrices can be generated and written to the
ltv-file

KEYWORDS INPUT VECTOR δu (mode=9)
1

INPUTS Specification of input stresses.
INPUTF Specification of input forces.
INE Specification of input deformation parameters.
INEP Ibid. first time derivative.
INEDP Ibid. second time derivative.
INX Specification of input nodal coordinates.
INXP Ibid. first time derivative.
INXDP Ibid. second time derivative.

KEYWORDS OUTPUT VECTOR δy (mode=9)
2

OUTS Specification of output stresses.
OUTF Specification of output forces.
OUTE Specification of output deformation parameters.
OUTEP Ibid. first time derivative.
OUTEDP Ibid. second time derivative.
OUTX Specification of output nodal coordinates.
OUTXP Ibid. first time derivative.
OUTXDP Ibid. second time derivative (see note).
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The parameters for these keywords are listed below.{∗i} refers to note i listed at the end of the
keywords.

INPUTS {∗2} 1 input number{∗1}
INE
INEP
INEDP







{∗3}
2
3

element number
deformation parameter number
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6)

INPUTF {∗4} 1 input number{∗1}
INX
INXP
INXDP







{∗5}
2
3

node number
coordinate number (1, 2, 3, or 4)

OUTS{∗6} 1 output number{∗1}
OUTE
OUTEP
OUTEDP







{∗7}
2
3

element number
deformation parameter number
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6)

OUTF{∗8} 1 output number{∗1}
OUTX
OUTXP
OUTXDP







{∗4}
2
3

node number
coordinate number (1, 2, 3, or 4)

NOTES:

∗1 The input numbers and output numbers are the positions of thespecified inputs or outputs in the
input and output vectors, respectively.

∗2 Associated with dynamic DOF’se(m,d).

∗3 Associated with prescribed deformationse(m,r).

∗4 Associated with calculable coordinatesx(c) and/or dynamic DOF’sx(m,d).

∗5 Associated with prescribed nodal coordinatesx(m,r).

∗6 Associated with prescribed deformationse(0) and/ore(m,r).

∗7 Associated with calculable deformationse(c) and/or dynamic DOF’se(m,d).

∗8 Associated with prescribed nodal coordinatesx(0) and/orx(m,r).
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B.5 Visualization and animation

To adjust the default settings ofSPAVISUAL the user can typeVISUALIZATION after the last two
ENDcommands in the.dat file. All commands after the commandVISUALIZATION are read by
SPAVISUAL as an adjustment on the default settings.

BEAMVIS Adjusts the height and the width of a beam element.
HINGEVIS Adjusts the radius and the length of the hinge element.
TRUSSVIS Sets the visualization of the truss element on or off.
TRANSPARENCY Adjusts the transparency of the elements.
VIBRATIONMODE Selects the vibration modes.
BUCKLINGMODE Selects the buckling modes.
ENLARGEFACTORSets the amplitude of the vibration or buckling modes.
RECORDMOVIE Sets recordmovie on or off, the movie is saved as an .avi file

in the workspace.
MOVIENAME Sets the name of the recorded movie.
UNDEFORMED Sets the visualization of the un-deformed mechanism on or off.
VIBREND Sets the period of the sine function for the vibration mode.
STEPLINE Sets the size of the line elements that are used to draw the

elements.
STEPVIBRATION Sets the number of steps in the vibration visualization.
LIGHT Sets the light on or off.
JOINTS Sets the joints on or off.
TRAJECTVIS Sets the trajectory on or off.
TRAJECTNODE Selects the node for the trajectory.
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The parameters for these keywords are listed below.

KEYWORD DESCRIPTION DEFAULT
SETTINGS

BEAMVIS{∗1} 1 size of all beam elements in the local y’ direction 0.006
2 size of all beam elements in the local z’ direction 0.006

BEAMVIS{∗1} 1 element number
2 size of the element for the local y’ direction 0.006
3 size of the element for the local z’ direction 0.006

HINGEVIS {∗2} 1 element number
2 length of the hinge 0.003
3 radius of the hinge 0.009

TRUSSVIS 1 sets the visualization of the truss elements on (1) or off (0) on
TRANSPARENCY 1 adjusts the transparency between (0) and (1) 1
VIBRATIONMODE 1 switch between the 10 lowest vibration modes{∗3} 1
BUCKLINGMODE 1 switch between the 10 buckling modes{∗3} 1
ENLARGEFACTOR1 amplitude of the vibration or buckling modes 1
RECORDMOVIE 1 sets record movie on (1) or off (0) off
MOVIENAME 1 filename for the recorded movie filename
UNDEFORMED 1 sets the visualization of the initial on

(un-deformed) mechanism configuration on (1) or off (0)
VIBREND 1 sets the period of the sin function for the 2π {∗4}

vibration mode
STEPLINE 1 sets the size of the line elements that are used 0.2

to draw the elements
STEPVIBRATION 1 sets the number of intermediate steps in the vibration π

10 {∗4}
visualization

LIGHT 1 sets the light source on (1) or off (0) off
JOINTS 1 sets the joints on (1) or off (0) on
TRAJECTVIS 1 sets the trajectory on (1) or off (0) off
TRAJETCNODE 1 Select the node for the trajectory 1

Notes

∗1 TheBEAMVIScommand has two variations. The one with only two parametersadjusts all beam
elements. The variant with three parameters can be used to adjust only a single beam element.

∗2 If multiple hinges are used in series, they should be numbered sequentially and the hinge with the
lowest element number should be connected to the beam.

∗3 Only the lowest vibration and buckling modes are available with a maximum of 10 modes.

∗4 Only numerical values are allowed, no symbols or functions.
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